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•         nikskitchenldn 
Just been for an overnight stay at The University Arms in Cambridge. Recently subjected to a major refurb 
and rebuild over the last few years. Went to see why all the reviews have been so full of praise and now we 
can see why. It is simply the only place to stay in Cambridge if you want to give yourself a real treat. All 
the staff were so friendly and helpful and seemed genuinely to be rather proud to be working at this newly 
reinvented hotel. The roaring log fire in the library was so inviting and cosy. I would happily hang out in 
there for a week or more! The books have been brilliantly curated by @heywood_hill with a really 
interesting collection. Afternoon scones and tea is something I’ve not had for a very long time and wonder 
why one doesn’t take time to do this old ritual at least once a week rather than once a year! (Note to self) 
The Bar has some amazing cocktails and between the group of six diners we then went on to pretty much 
eat the entire menu. The chef @the_tristan_welch is clearly a very gifted and talented leader in the kitchen. 
The food was absolutely amazing. I was very sad to see the side order of mashed potato being cleared after 
our main courses as I actually wanted to take it up to our bedroom in case of any food emergency during 
the night. The puddings are simply out of this world and how we managed to guzzle the plate of chocolates 
made at the hotel really defies belief. My biggest criticism would be that they let you eat and drink too 
much at dinner. The thing I was looking forward to the most was the inspired idea of an ‘all night curry 
service’ which is such a brilliant idea and something I was really looking forward to trying but the massive 
dinner they allow you to eat prevented me from being able to have this middle of the night feast. My wife 
also refused to let me set the alarm for a 3.00am curry call so this was doubly annoying. I am determined 
to go back, eat slightly less at dinner if possible and make sure the all night curry service gets a 
comprehensive trial. @university_arms #cambridge #hotel #travel #review #food 

•         sudifoodie 
Look @theopigott 

•         alexandrahillier 
God this is marvellous @nikskitchenldn @tasmiahart @harrybhart @cwilliamspix 

•         jocelyne.wilson 
You can never be too ready for a #foodemergency 

•         tasmiahart 
@nikskitchenldn 🌟😁🌟 

•         university_arms 
We’re so delighted you enjoyed your stay with us and loved your food! Definitely come back soon! 
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